Setting the time

Information about how to set the UNO 24
Crown position 1:
Watch running

Crown position 2:
Set date
Rotate crown clockwise

The crown has three positions, with the following functions:

Leaving the crown in position 2, now turn it in the other direction (i.e. clockwise) to set the correct

Crown position 1, crown pushed in: standard setting, the watch is in operation

date. When done pull the crown out to position 3 and set the time of day. Finally, push the crown

Crown position 2, crown in the middle position:

back into position 1 to start using the watch normally. These steps will resynchronize the time of

- Quick date setting by turning the crown in a clockwise direction

day with the date changeover.

- Synchronization of the 24-hour hand with the date changeover, by turning the crown in an anticlockwise direction

Important note: Because of the way it is constructed, the movement used in the UNO 24 involves

Crown position 3, crown fully pulled out:

a certain degree of play in the hand.

- Time setting (crown should be turned anti-clockwise)
To ensure that the time is displayed correctly, please proceed as follows when setting the UNO 24:

Crown position 3:
Set time

Setting should thus be carried out as follows:

1. The time must be set in setting position 3 (crown pulled out completely).

- Date should be set by turning the crown in a clockwise direction with the crown in position 2.

2. When turning the hand, it is important to ensure that the final movement of the hand only takes

- The time can only be set in crown position 3.

place in a clockwise direction.
Depending on the production tolerance of your watch, the movement takes approximately 5-10

Set date changeover (date does not change at midnight)

minutes to compensate for the degree of play in the hand and to set the hand in motion. You
should thus set the time around 5-7 minutes later than the current time. Next press the crown back

Rotate crown anti-clockwise
You only need to perform the following step if the watch hand is not properly synchronized with the

into its original position. As soon as the degree of play in the hand has been caught up, the UNO

date changeover. Usually the watch is already synchronized when shipped.

24 will permanently display the correct time.

Crown position 2:
Synchronize date line

Pull out the crown until it engages in position 3. Slowly turn the crown in an anticlockwise direction

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us:

until the date changes. Stop turning immediately. Next push the crown into position 2 and slowly

Phone: +49 6174 961188 · E-mail: info@botta-design.de

Rotate crown anti-clockwise

turn the crown in an anticlockwise direction to set the watch hand exactly to midnight.

